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this work is a commemoration of punjabi outdoor games. i have created rule books 
for some outdoor punjabi games that i used to play with my friends; their rules 
were not officially written down anywhere and would be passed down through 

generations by word of mouth.







this performance and interactive work is a comment on how technology is 
taking over outdoor games. this artwork is a reflection of one such game 
that i used to play where groups of children would go into spaces and 
make lines within a particular space and a time limit. each player would 

make lines in different parts of the space so that they wouldn’t be 
easily visible to the other players. once the time limit was up, each 

player would go into the space of another and scout around for lines in 
order to erase them. the person with the most lines in the end would win. 
just like this game. each painting is divided and hidden behind 4 qr codes. 

the person who completes the painting wins.







MEDIUM       gouache on paper
SIZE          10/4inch

this interactive painting is a comment on consumerism and how online 
shopping has taken over traditional shopping. the qr code is a hand 
painted illustration enclosed inside a wooden frame and it is shown 
in the form of a product being sold. when scanned, the title, size and 
medium of the painting appears on the phone in urdu in the same way 
that the details of a product appear after its barcode is scanned. 
the words blink on to the phone like the lights of a shop signifying 
a nostalgic past as well as the decline of small local stores due to 

online shopping.



Reward game
Medium     QR Puzzle
Size        3/4inch

this particular work of art is a comment on gimmicky lottery games 
which people rarely ever win. when scanned, the text “ better luck 
next time” written in urdu appears on to your phone.



you're in my ZONE

this artwork is a comment on a viewer’s interaction with an artist’s 
work of art. every time somebody entered my artist’s space i would 
stamp their arms with a qr code. when scanned the words , “you are 
now a part of ab’s work” would appear on to the phone’s screen



the work is a unique piece that let a viewer experience according 
to his/her own way. t can be a call on office table, a ball reminder on
a bicycle on a music. it is up to you what you want to perceive or 
experience. i have use in number of nine that is the last number of 
a decade; after that, a multiplication starts. therefore, that 
experience can/ maybe multiplied through it after playing it as
an instrument. 



INSTRUCTIONS
to view this AUGMENTED REALITY on your phone or 
tablet, scan the QR code below or click on the 
link provided. you can also click on the link 
given below the painting in order to experience 
it in an augmented reality.

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=c
om.artivive

https://apps.apple.com/us/app/artivive/id1
188737494

https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=com.artivive
https://apps.apple.com/us/app/artivive/id1188737494


first experiment on AUGMENTED REALITY



this artwork is an appropriation of risham syed's work. i have added a 
twist of augmented reality to it. when the painting is scanned 
through a phone an animation of a rocket disappearing into the sky 
whilst leaving the screen blank appears onto the phone.



ARTIST STATEMENT 

childhood games tend to leave quite an impact on an individual at a very 
young age. a child learns to burst engage and interact with the world 

through these games, strengthening their minds and cognitive behavior. i
used to play many games in my childhood, which have a certain charm to 

them, as they not only managed to develop an interest, but evoked a sense 
of passion inside of me. my project is an open invitation for the viewers 
to understand the world as i have felt. i have merged my childhood love 
for games and used my passion for painting as a tool to communicate the 

story which goes beyond this project. to portray humor as a defense 
mechanism, i have highlighted social issues which are hidden beneath the 
colorful and comedic appearance of these games. in a way, one can say, 

that not everything should be judged by appearances, but understanding 
oneself and reaching past the facades and looking beyond them.



MEDIUM     mix (acrylic on canvas with augmented reality)
SIZE        2/3 feet 

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/h5_x5uuU2iE

https://youtu.be/h5_x5uuU2iE


MEDIUM     mixed media (acrylic on canvas with 
augmented reality) 
SIZE        5.5/3 ft

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/PwBEtw25aRQ

https://youtu.be/PwBEtw25aRQ


MEDIUM     acrylic on canvas
SIZE        1.5/2 feet 



MEDIUM     mixed media (acrylic on canvas with 
augmented reality) 
SIZE        2.5 /3 feet 

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/h1EVDNWCuek

https://youtu.be/h1EVDNWCuek


MEDIUM     mixed media (acrylic on canvas with 
augmented reality)
SIZE        14/15 inch  

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/JjENYc_zMMs

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/sfuNRgpTWlk

MEDIUM     mixed media (acrylic on canvas with augmented reality)
SIZE        8/8 inch 

https://youtu.be/JjENYc_zMMs
https://youtu.be/sfuNRgpTWlk


MEDIUM     acrylic on canvas
SIZE        2/5.5 feet 



MEDIUM     mixed media (acrylic on canvas with 
augmented reality) 
SIZE        4/5 feet 

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/SAyKieJtvIs

https://youtu.be/SAyKieJtvIs


MEDIUM    acrylic on wood
SIZE       (x,y,z) 4/4/5 feet 



MEDIUM mixed media (acrylic on canvas with 
augmented reality) 
SIZE 6/3 feet 

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/oOPZrmZR0G4

https://youtu.be/oOPZrmZR0G4


MEDIUM     acrylic on canvas
SIZE        1/1.5 inch 



MEDIUM     acrylic on canvas with 
spy camera
SIZE        1/1.5 inch

SPY CAMERA
https://youtu.be/ikN-YEatQ6g

https://youtu.be/ikN-YEatQ6g


MEDIUM     acrylic on canvas
SIZE        3/3 feet 



MEDIUM     acrylic on canvas
SIZE        2/3 feet 



EDIUM     acrylic on canvas
SIZE        2/5.5 feet 



MEDIUM     acrylic on canvas
SIZE        2/4 feet 



MEDIUM     mixed media (acrylic on canvas with 
augmented reality)
SIZE        2/2.5 feet 

AUGMENTED REALITY
https://youtu.be/9J0idNAY2TI

https://youtu.be/9J0idNAY2TI


pixel wars is a brand i created where i sell tee 
shirt designs integrated with augmented 

reality. it is an incorporation of my paintings 
into tee shirt designs through which i will be 

able to get my message across to a wider 
audience as an artist.

https://www.instagram.com/pixelwar_tees/

https://www.instagram.com/pixelwar_tees/


THANK YOU


